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Studio portraits.....school prices

Nurseries & Playgroups
We know just how important these images are, as this is often the fi rst 
professional photography sitting that younger children may have had. Cool 
for School Photography want to offer parents that little bit extra so have 
pioneered a 3 pose proof system providing a range of portraits of each 
child. Parents can build a pack which is uniquely tailored to their taste and 
budget.

Primary & Secondary Schools 
Whether Primary or Secondary school age, products are tailored to suit, 
are of fi rst rate quality and are cost effective.  We endeavour to provide 
a service that results in minimal administration by the school and minimal 
fuss to parents. 

“Thank you so much for the wonderful pictures of 
my daughter. It’s just so like her!”
Parent of P3 Pupil, Carryduff Primary School

Cool Portraits.



“Cool for School Photography 
is an extremely professional, 

effi cient and child friendly 
company who make 

the school photography 
experience stress free and 

enjoyable. They are a pleasure 
to work with.”

Jill Hunter, Principal, 
Harrison Nusery School, Lurgan

.....Cool Portraits.

“Cool for School Photography 

enjoyable. They are a pleasure 
to work with.”

Jill Hunter, Principal, 
Harrison Nusery School, Lurgan

“Cool for School Photography 
has such great rapport with 
the kids and the results are 
fantastic year on year. Parent 
response is excellent and 
Cool for School Photography 
is continually developing ideas 
to help with the promotion of 
our school.”
Alan Boucher, Principal, 
Killinchy Primary School
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Cool Groups 
One of the fi rst companies in Ireland to 

provide fun, contemporary Class and Team 
portraits that are equally as popular with 
school staff, parents and kids! Traditional 

groups are of course also available on 
request.

- White background groups

- Contemporary whole school groups

- Composite of all individual portraits 
available as large scale wall boards

“I’d just like to order an extra 
copy of my Grandson’s class 

photo. It’s so different and 
I can’t wait to get it on the 

wall...”
Grandmother of P6 Pupil, Academy 

Primary School, Saintfi eld

Cool Groups.
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Whole school group



.....Cool Groups.

Lots of 
contemporary 
options available 
for all types of 
Class, Club & 
Sports groups, 
as well as whole 
school groups.

contemporary contemporary contemporary 
options available options available options available 

Whole school ‘Head board’



Leavers Packs
A relatively new idea which has proved exceptionally popular. 
Primary 7 Leavers packs include a class group photo, a friendship 
group photo and a range of sizes of an individual shot taken 
with child wearing his/her own clothes. These really are Studio 
Portraits, all taken in school for school prices.

We have seen an astonishing uptake of these packages, which has 
resulted in a substantial amount of extra commission for schools.

We also have the capability to provide instant mounted Nursery 
School Graduation Photographs on the Day. Again, this has been 
a major hit with parents due to speed, quality and low price.

Professional 
studio style 
portraits to 
remember the 
school days
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Cool Leavers Packs.

P7 leavers photos
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Cool Family Evenings...
A Cool for School Family Shoot is a terrifi c 
way to raise money for your Parent Teacher 
Association or directly for school funds.  

We provide a service that most importantly 
for the school means there will be minimal 
administration of the event and no orders to 
chase up. For the parents, we deliver studio 
photography, in the school at a fraction of the 
price.

A superb value for 
money alternative 

to an expensive 
studio sitting, and a 

way to give a little 
back to the school.

Cool Family evenings.



“Cool for School Photography have produced the best marketing photographs 
that we have ever seen. We have designed 100’s of prospectus’s and there is no-
one better to provide the images.”
Wendy McCague, Senior Designer, Dataplus Design & Print

Education as a business...
Cool for School Photography still like to think of schools solely as a place 
where every child can realise their true potential.  In recent times marketing 
and promoting schools has become more important to help maintain 
numbers of pupils.

The good news is that we’re here to help.  Whoever fi rst said image is 
everything never spoke a truer word. 

There are a number of areas where we can provide promotional assistance, 
but fi rst and foremost is with photographs. We will spend a day in a school 
shooting candid photos of every aspect of education. We use only natural 
light and the best photography and editing techniques to produce fi rst class 
images. We can then help a school to use these images for their website, 
high quality wallboards, banners and school prospectus whilst also providing 
Interior and Graphic Design services.

Please do not hesitate to contact us for further details.
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Cool Marketing.

Large scale (A0, A1, A2) wall mounted photo boards



Stunning wall 
displays of your 
pupils at work 
and play.

Indoor displays...
Cool for School indoor displays are an ideal way to market the school 
to prospective pupils and their parents, as well as bringing day to day 
visual impact to the school interior.  Cool for School indoor displays are 
a imaginative way to create impact at events such as open nights and 
prize giving’s.

.....Cool Marketing.



Cool Photo-school
In response to school feedback we are now offering a 6 week 
photography course aimed at Year 7’s. The course consists of 6 one 
hour long lessons, with approximately half the time spent teaching 
(powerpoint presentation) and the remaining time spent in small 
groups taking photos on digital cameras and downloading the images. 
The focus is to help children familiarise themselves with a digital 
camera and really think about the composition of a photograph. We 
cover the basic camera functions as well as topics such as exposure 
and natural light vs fl ash.  The children will also have the opportunity to 
use a range of our Digital SLR cameras to produce photos which the 
school may use for it’s own marketing purposes.

We teach that a photograph may not be right or wrong, or bad or 
good, and encourage individuality and self expression.

The school shall receive all images on a disc following the course, as 
well as a selection of mounted photoboards for display, showcasing the 
children’s work.
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Cool Photo-school.



.....Cool Photo-school.

“The course helped me to work as 
part of a team.”
Primary 7 pupil

“The best part 
of the course 
was using 
the really big 
cameras!”
Primary 7 pupil

“I can now 
show my 
parents how 
to use their 
camera...”
Primary 7 pupil

“Our Primary 7 pupils 
enjoyed a fun-fi lled and 
educational six weeks. 
Defi nitely cool for 
school.”
R. Reid, Principal, Dunclug Primary 
School.


